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Abstract 
Combination of multiple information extracted from different biometric 
modalities in multimodal biometric recognition system aims to solve the 
different drawbacks encountered in a unimodal biometric system. Fusion of 
many biometrics has proposed such as face, fingerprint, iris…etc. Recently, 
electrocardiograms (ECG) have been used as a new biometric technology in 
unimodal and multimodal biometric recognition system. ECG provides 
inherent the characteristic of liveness of a person, making it hard to spoof 
compared to other biometric techniques. Ear biometrics present a rich and 
stable source of information over an acceptable period of human life. Iris 
biometrics have been embedded with different biometric modalities such as 
fingerprint, face and palm print, because of their higher accuracy and 
reliability. In this paper, a new multimodal biometric system based ECG-ear-
iris biometrics at feature level is proposed. Preprocessing techniques 
including normalization and segmentation are applied to ECG, ear and iris 
biometrics. Then, Local texture descriptors, namely 1D-LBP (One D-Local 
Binary Patterns), Shifted-1D-LBP and 1D-MR-LBP (Multi-Resolution) are used 
to extract the important features from the ECG signal and convert the ear 
and iris images to a 1D signals. KNN and RBF are used for matching to classify 
an unknown user into the genuine or impostor. The developed system is 
validated using the benchmark ID-ECG and USTB1, USTB2 and AMI ear and 
CASIA v1 iris databases. The experimental results demonstrate that the 
proposed approach outperforms unimodal biometric system. A Correct 
Recognition Rate (CRR) of 100% is achieved with an Equal Error Rate (EER) of 
0.5%. 






Our biological, behavioral or morphological characteristics fall under the 
name of Biometrics, which is considered as a real alternative to passwords, 
signatures and other identifiers for identification purposes. Obviously, 
biometric systems is made to identify or verify certain individuals 
automatically based on their physical, physiological, or behavioral 
characteristics of a human being, such as their iris, face, gait, keystroke 
dynamics or other traits. Any algorithm in this area aims to meet most or all 
of these criteria: Universality, Uniqueness, Permanence, Measurability, 
Performance, Acceptability, and Circumvention [33]. The aim of the 
identification is to determine the identity of a person by comparing the 
biometric data (i.e. trait) of a person with biometric data of several other 
people enrolled in a database. 
Biometric systems may run in two modes: identification and verification. In 
the verification mode, the system must answer a question: “are you who you 
are claiming?”, by comparing the input data with its own biometric 
template(s) stored in the system database using a one-to-one comparison to 
validate the person’s identity and check if the claim is true or not. Whereas, 
in the identification mode, the system must answer a different question: 
“who are you?” by comparing the input data with all biometric template(s) 
stored in the system database using a one-to-many comparison to achieve 
the individual’s identity [35]. 
To date, the state-of-the-art methods for biometric authentication are 
being incorporated into various access control and personal identity 
management applications. While physically-based biometrics (including the 
iris) have been the most commonly used technology, there is growing 
evidence that multi-modal biometrics, established through different 
biometric traits can be used for reliable person recognition. However, every 
separate biometric still faces the problems of improving accuracy, 
robustness, security, privacy, and further efforts are needed to develop 
efficient approaches that can be used for person identification in different 
contexts and applications. 
Many mono-modal biometric systems have been proposed [4, 16, 54] in 
various areas, providing only one biometric trait. To the best of our 
knowledge, among the more popular biometric technologies, the iris 
recognition system is considered to be one of the more confident techniques 
for security in airports, government buildings, and research laboratories [4]. 
  
The use of the iris as the third biometric modality makes our system more 
robust and achieves a high level of security as a consequence of its 
advantages such as the uncorrelated nature of the iris codes for both 
unrelated persons and also identical twins or even between the left and right 
irises of the same person [16]. Despite its promising performance for these 
biometric tasks, iris-based biometric requires full cooperation on the part of 
the user and also has often not been fully accepted by them. 
In recent years, newly emerging biometric technologies [54] have been 
used extensively for both human identification and security tasks [4]. Some 
of these technologies include gait, lip motion, skin reflection and ear shape. 
This last feature is simpler and more accepted by people; also it may be 
easier to acquire data using a simple camera [3, 23]. Moreover, biometric 
technologies, especially those using 3D representations [53], are proving 
particularly powerful and are now being employed in many state of-the-art 
face recognition systems [17]. In the case of the ear biometric, for instance 
Bhanu et al. successfully use 3D data to represent significant features in ear 
images [56], and Yanet et al. introduced a powerful search and retrieval 
method using ICP with 3D-PCA to find the relevant point in an ear shape 
volume [10]. As explained by several research papers in the ear recognition 
[11], even though 3D ear images are not affected by emotional expression, 
illumination, aging and poses, occlusion where the ear can be partially or 
fully covered by hair or by other items such as head-dress, and out-of-plane 
rotations are still an unsolved problem and remains an object of research. 
In the biomedical engineering field, biological or behavioral data may be 
captured directly from diverse sensors (EMG sensor, EEG sensor, ECG sensor, 
microphone (voice), etc.). To capture high quality data, quite a few capturing 
sensors have been developed. Early sensors were generally less comfort and 
expensive. Indeed, they required a high degree of cooperation from the 
users. With the development and popularization of healthcare technology, 
ubiquitous smart sensors have become more compact, affordable and 
friendly, making it possible to embed them in smart watches, mobile phones 
and wearable devices (e.g., Google glass 6). To solve serious challenges, 
recently, mobile health objects and the Internet of Things provide new 
concepts involving the use of smart mobile devices to create efficient 
healthcare/smart-life services and solutions. Thus, we intend to investigate 
the benefit of these emerging biometric methods. These include a number of 
advantages which allow us to improve the overall performance of a biometric 
  
system, while maintaining strong user authentication, and is biometrically-
based smart, and replaceable as a privacy concern. 
In contrast to the approaches found in the literature and detailed above, 
analysis of electrocardiogram (ECG) is a new biometric measure for human 
identity recognition. The activity recorded by the ECG comes from 
extracellular currents related to the propagation of a depolarization front 
(atrial P wave, then ventricular QRS complex) across the heart. The strength 
of ECG based biometric authentication systems is that ECG can be directly 
utilized as a liveness detector. A remote login process by ECG signal captured 
from a finger, which improves security and privacy [31], unlike such 
traditional modalities as the face that can be found easily in public. As 
reported in reviews of the state-of-the-art ECG based biometric systems, 
such a biometric system must record more than 10 s of ECG data (long term) 
in order to make a reliable decision about human identity [8, 11, 25]. 
Due to its limitations, as well as problems concerning missing data and 
unreliable identification, some challenges commonly encountered by such 
unimodal biometric systems remain. These include: 
(i) Environmental (e.g. may it effect the system during authentication due 
to changes in the prevailing conditions), 
(ii) Noise in sensed data (e.g. dirty sensor, poorly illuminated or problems 
modalities like several ear or face poses), 
(iii) Intra-class variations (e.g. multiple differences between enrolled and 
authenticated templates), 
(iv) Interclass similarities, 
(v) Non-universality (e.g. some people may do not have the desired 
modality due to 
disabilities or illness), 
(vi) Spoof attacks (e.g. the use of a single biometric modality makes it 
easier to mimic, also some biometric modalities are easy to spoof 
because of their use in public like face), 
(vii) Upper bound on identification accuracy (e.g. cannot continuously 
improve the recognition rate) [9, 33]. 
  
An increasing number of researchers are motivated by the achievements of 
data fusion tools in multidisciplinary areas [45], applying multi biometric 
methods to the biometric field. The results (e.g. the use of multiple sources 
of information for authentication can help to solve the majority of these 
problems which is appointed as multimodal biometric systems, spoofing 
multiple biometric information at the same time will be very hard to 
imposter that improves recognition accuracy) also confirm the use of 
multimodal biometric approaches [33]. In the biometric field, the 
information of the biometric traits can be merged at different levels of 
fusion: sensor-level fusion, feature extraction-level fusion, score-level fusion 
and decision-level fusion. Moreover, the first two stages occur before the 
matching stage and the rest take place after the matching stage. In this 
present work, feature extraction level fusion is performed. 
Despite the various improvements allowed by a multimodal system, these 
systems suffer from a number of weaknesses such as lengthy enrollment 
times and material costs. These issues are increased due to the use of 
multiples sensors, in addition to the disturbance of using several modalities. 
To tackle this issue, we propose a multimodal approach, which combines 
three traits: iris, ear and ECG. As the dimensionality of these modalities is 
large, their fusion by concatenation is difficult, inefficient and lacks 
robustness. It is well known in the literature that if the feature space has very 
high dimensionality, it is susceptible to the curse of dimensionality. This 
problem can be solved by feature extraction and dimensionality reduction. 
Local texture descriptors, namely 1D-LBP (One-Dimensional Local Binary 
Patterns), Shifted-1DLBP (Shifted One-Dimensional Local Binary Patterns) and 
1D-MR-LBP (One-Dimensional Multi-Resolution Local Binary Patterns) are 
used in this study for features extraction purposes from 1D signals and 2D 
images after projecting these images into a 1D space. Researchers have used 
LBPs methods, proposed by Ojala in 1996 [41], in several studies addressing 
texture analysis for 2D image processing [27, 40]. LBPs methods can solve 
various computer vision problems, due to their invariance to monotonic gray 
level changes caused, by illumination variations. In addition, their simplicity 
of computation allows analyzing images in challenging real-time settings [43]. 
Following its numerous advantages on a 2D image, developers have 
proposed the application of LBPs to 1D processing signal. Chatlani et al. were 
the first who develop speech systems by using 1D-LBP to distinguish the 
important features from speech signals and proved its speed and applicability 
to a real problem which is computationally inexpensive [14]. Louis et al. [34] 
  
demonstrate the use of 1D-MR-LBP to reduce noise and preserves the 
morphology of ECG waveforms. For all these multiple strengths and reasons, 
the use of these methods will drive our system to achieve the underlying 
targets. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 there is a review 
of relevant literatures on unimodal and multimodal biometric systems. 
Section 3 presents the local descriptors used in our proposed system. Our 
architecture is discussed in Section 4. Then, Section 5 displays the 
experimental results evaluated and tested on several benchmarks: IDECG and 
USTB1, USTB2 and AMI ear and CASIA v1 iris databases besides a 
comparative study with the existents techniques. Then Section 6 concludes 
the paper. 
2. Related work 
Researchers have developed several biometrics techniques using unimodal 
and multimodal scheme concepts. Here, we presented the most related 
works are closely to our novel framework which consists of three traits such 
as iris, ear and ECG. As a unimodal system, for iris biometric, Daugman [19] is 
considered the pioneer in this field by developing the first automatic iris 
recognition system. His algorithms are now the baseline of several strands of 
research. Many systems have been developed using the iris biometric 
modality [5, 22, 36]. Because of their high accuracy and reliability, many 
researchers have been extensively investigated to use the iris modality in 
early multi biometric research. 
Regarding the ear biometric, the French criminologist Bertillon [30] 
claimed that the ear has the most unique external design of body parts, and 
constitutes an important characteristic feature which can be used for 
identification purposes. Recently, Emeršič et al. [20] contributed an excellent 
survey on ear recognition. This summarizes the state-of-the-art ear 
recognition techniques and a selection of available databases. Due to its 
unique features, as well as the possibility of safe and reliable identification, 
ear biometrics seem to be a good choice to support well known technologies 
such as iris, fingerprint, gait or face identification [3, 4, 23]. 
For ECG biometrics, Biel et al. [11] developed a new approach using a 12-
lead electrocardiogram (ECG) record for human identification. Twenty 
participants from an ECG-ID database were used in this approach, using 
  
fiducial features of heartbeat waves in the extraction phase. Experiments 
demonstrated that the features extracted from one lead can be used to 
identify a person with 98% accuracy. To date, ECG has seen significant 
attention in biometric recognition studies [8, 25, 34, 54], using both fiducial 
(specific anchor points such as P-QRST) and non-fiducial features. Despite the 
research efforts directed at ECG biometrics, at present there is only one 
commercial system available which exploits ECG or EMG biometrics for 
recognition, the B-secure [28]. Experimental evaluation performed by the 
authors shows that the ECG based biometric has become the focus of major 
research in the field of human identification technology. 
Biometric systems remain a challenging problem if they are to be sited in 
public places or in unconstrained environments. The main weakness of 
unimodal biometrics are related to several factors, including variable 
environmental conditions, large intra-class variations, non-universality (due 
to accident, skin diseases, age) and spoof attacks (fake biometric data). 
Multimodal biometric recognition systems have attracted recently 
attracted significant research attention, as they offer a method of solving the 
different drawbacks of unimodal systems. Hong and Anil [29] developed a 
prototype biometric authentication system using faces and fingerprints with 
decision-level fusion. Ross and Jain [48] proposed a multimodal biometrics 
system which includes face, fingerprint and hand geometry, using a matching 
score level fusion. Subsequently, many modalities have been fused to fulfil 
various application requirements [22, 35, 50]. Ear, ECG and iris biometric 
modalities fusions have been introduced in different combinations and fusion 
strategies, using various levels of fusion by these researchers. 
A multimodal biometric system [38], has been constructed which 
integrates face, iris and ear data. This applies the Fisher image technique to 
the face and ear image databases for recognition and the Hough transform 
and Hamming distance techniques to iris recognition. A novel method based 
on Markov chain was then used for rank level fusion. In order to improve on 
the accuracy and reliability of other rank fusion methods, they also suggested 
a new Markov chain approach for fusing rank information in a multimodal 
biometric system. Using different rules (the min rule, max rule, product rule 
and sum rule) in decision level fusion, ECG features extracted via KPCA 
(Kernel Principal Component Analysis) and face features extracted using 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Spectral Regression (SR) algorithms 
are combined to treat the problem of combining different biometric 
  
modalities in intelligent video surveillance systems [12],. An implementation 
of a multimodal system by Al Hamdani et al. [1], combined three modalities 
using score level fusion to reach a higher security level. Fusion of speech, ECG 
and PCG with sum score fusion was performed. SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature 
Transform) was exploited in order to extract features from both ear and iris 
data, fusing them at feature level. A FAR of 0 was achieved [22]. Fusion of 
fiducial features (peaks) from the first lead (I) of the ECG, with spectrum 
features from six different bands of the electroencephalogram (EEG) in order 
to construct a robust and secure multimodal biometric recognition system 
using sum, product and weighted sum operators. Then, the Euclidean norm 
distance was applied to match the fused features. A Hits at ERR of 
0.93 was achieved [6]. In [50], game theory was used to combine ear, palm-
print and signature features extracted using a Gabor filter to obtain optimal 
logistic regression weights for rank-level fusion. Face and ECG were also 
incorporated for an authentication system [13]. Using feature level fusion, in 
[32], face and ECG features were fused together for person identification. 
Ear, iris and ECG biometric traits have been used in various works in the 
literature because of their different advantages. Iris recognition has emerged 
in several studies [9, 22, 35] due to its strength, robustness and efficiency in 
identification as well as verification systems. Ear biometrics has acquired a 
large interest because of its benefits such as a stable structure, robust 
information and rich features. Lately, ECG has become known as a new 
multimodal biometric for recognition purposes. This signal is universal since 
every living and functional person has his or her unique ECG signal [13], and 
ECG is characterized by stability over a long period of time. Also, it is robust 
in the context of security [31]; this can make it hard to spoof the liveliness 
measurement unlike other traditional modalities. At the moment, no one can 
mimic ear or ECG biometric features. This biological signal also allows the 
identification of emotions such as fear, happiness, sadness and anger [49]. As 
a result, the detection of these emotions can allow the system to launch a 
protection routine in from expecting spoof attack when user suffers from 
stress or fear for example. 
As a feature extraction level, to improve the accuracy rate and achieve a 
maximum performance of the system, all the features are fitted in unique 
feature vector. As reported in the literature [44], the local binary pattern 
which has accumulated abundant contributions, particularly in computer 
vision, was also investigated for biometric field such as face, ear, iris, 
  
gait...etc. While using standard LBP to extract features a 2D data has a long 
history of research, recent important papers that have investigated new 
variant 1D LPB in signal and image processing applications areas. The 
motivation behind this implementation is that 1DLBP, which is well carried 
out on these three modalities and can be easily combined to increase the 
distinctive information for every subject. 
In this paper, we propose a new multimodal recognition system 
integrating ear, iris and ECG biometric technologies. Our approach was 
implemented using local texture descriptors to extract features from each 
modality and fuse the extracted features at features level fusion. The fusion, 
at this level, has many strengths, the homogeneous extracted data don’t 
require any normalization which reduces the complexity. Moreover, features 
level fusion outperforms matching score fusion [48]. There have been 
considerable variants of multi biometric strategy schemes proposed for 
human identification and recognition [27, 40, 43]. Until now, one of the most 
popular strategies is fusion modalities. Thus, methods based on score fusion 
have achieved remarkable performance, most of which fuses two modalities 
[11, 25, 34]. As for ECG with the conventional biometric, there are fewer 
studies. For this reason, a comparison was done with existing multimodal 
systems that use one or two out of three modalities. We aim to develop a 
system that will be able to: 
– Take the advantage of the strengths and reduce the chance of the false 
alarm of each approach while increasing the accuracy of the biometric 
authentication process. 
– Achieve better performance and high security level (minimum Equal 
Error Rate). 
– Reduce the complicity weaknesses of a multimodal system by applying 
1d-LBPs. 
– Hard to imposer to spoof ear, iris and ECG traits in the same time. 
– The uses of liveness measurements are not easily mimicked. 
– Remote login process by ECG signal captured from a finger which 
improves security and privacy. 
– Combination of hidden (ECG) and visible (EAR and IRIS) modalities in a 
multimodal system leads to form a robust and a secure system. 
  
– make our biometric system become more robust against many various 
factors where are usually linked to diseases factors, accident, age, life 
condition, and will has the ability to meet the specific requirements 
expected in different contexts such as border control, mobile application, 
IOT and healthcare application, .etc. 
3. Local texture descriptors 
Local texture descriptors have proven their efficiency in Biometric domains 
which have been applied in a 3D shape, 2D image and also recently 1D signal. 
Researchers demonstrate the robustness of local texture descriptors in the 
multimodal biometric system especially in real-world applications as well as 
easy data acquisition [14, 27, 34]. The two major steps involved in biometric 
system are feature extraction and classification step. In this work, we have 
more investigated the first step which aims to reduce the data and selected 
the significant features which must be invariant against multiple issues that 
may be appeared in biometric task. Furthermore, feature extraction is one of 
the crucial step of biometric system as well as is related to dimensionality 
reduction and abstraction data (i.e., image, signal, etc.) to get features that 
will be useful in decision and identification of subjects. Although many 
studies on handcraft features have appeared in recent years, local binary 
pattern remains an interesting feature extraction and keep attracting the 
researchers particularly after his performance on biometric applications such 
as face, iris and ear [21, 34, 56]. In this purpose, three local texture 
descriptors namely 1D-LBP, Shifted 1D-LBP and 1D-MR-LBP have been 
implemented and detailed in this paper in an attempt to evaluate our 
multimodal biometric system. In this section, 1D- LBP, shifted 1D-LBP and 1D-
MR-LBP based features are discussed below: 
3.1 1D-lbp 
LBP method has gained a great popularity since its first proposal by Ojala in 
1996 [41] due to its efficiency of extracting important textures that exists in 
the processed image using its local neighborhood. LBP generate a binary 
code by thresholding each value of neighborhood with the value of the 
center pixel of an image based on the assumption that texture has locally 
two complementary aspects, a pattern and its strength [43]. While LBP 
method was used to process pixels of a 2D image, 1D-LBP was used to 
process samples data for the 1D signal. The first proposition of 1D-LBP 
  
method was introduced by Chatlani [14] for the purpose of extracting 
features from a speech signal and identifies the voiced and the unvoiced 
components. 1D-LBP generate a binary code, which named a 1D-LBP code, by 
thresholding each value of neighborhood with the value of each center 
samples from a signal. The formulation of 1DLBP on the ith sample of 
processed signal x[i] is given as: 
1DLBP(𝑥𝑥[𝑖𝑖]) =  ��𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥[𝑖𝑖 + 𝑗𝑗 − 𝑝𝑝/2] − 𝑥𝑥[𝑖𝑖])2𝑗𝑗𝑝𝑝2−1
𝑗𝑗=0+  𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥[𝑖𝑖 + 𝑗𝑗 + 1] − 𝑥𝑥[𝑖𝑖])2𝑗𝑗+𝑝𝑝/2� 
Where the S() indicates the sign function and is defined as: 
𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥) =  �1 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 ≥ 00 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 < 0 
And where P is the number of neighboring samples. The input parameter of 
S() is the result of the difference between each neighboring sample and the 
center sample. And its output parameter is a thresholding binary number 
which will be converted to an LBP code by applying a binomial weight. i 
represent the ith sample where i = [(P/2) + 1:N-P/2], N is the length of 
processed signal x. An example of the 1-D LBP operator is given in Fig. 1 
where P = 8 and the center sample PC is mentioned. 
3.2 Shifted LBP 
Shifted 1D-LBP method was adapted from a 1D-LBP method which was 
introduced by Chatlani et al. [14]. Both methods are applied to sensor signals 
for the purpose of extracting features or segmentation. They are inspired 
from 2D-LBP method proposed by Ojala 1996 [41]. The same process will be 
applied using 1D-LBP or Shifted 1D-LBP methods at each sample of signal, 
while 1D-LBP method use constant left and right neighbors of the central 
sample and obtained a limited macros patterns,Shifted 1D-LBP method use 
shifted left (PL) and right (PR) neighbors of the central sample Pc [21] after 
the selection of neighborhoods, Shifted 1D-LBP generate a binary code, 
which named a Shifted 1D-LBP code, by thresholding each value of left and 
right neighborhood with the value of each center samples from a signal x[i]. 
The formulation of Shifted 1D-LBP of center sample Pc of processed signal 
x[i] is given as: 
  




Where the S() indicates the sign function as mentioned in a1D-LBP method 
without modification and is defined as: 
𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥) =  �1 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 ≥ 00 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 < 0 
And where Pc and Pj represent the center sample and number of neighbors 
respectively. 
 
Fig. 1 An example of 1-D LBP operator 
 
An example of Shifted-1D-LBP operator is given in Fig. 2 where PL = 5 and 
PR = 3, the center sample Pc is mentioned. 
3.3 1D-MR-LBP (one-dimensional multi-
resolution local binary patterns) 
1D-MR-LBP methods, which is applied on a 1D signal, was proposed by Louis 
[34] to solve the problem of passing irregular signals to biometric system and 
of an unknown amplitude of a signal and achieve better performance.1D-
MR-LBP methods were inspired by the 2-dimensional image Local Binary 
Patterns. While 1D-LBP and1D-Shifted LBP based on just the selection of 
neighbors on both left and right side for extraction, 1D-MR-LBP based on two 
variables p and d, where the first one represents the number of selected 
samples that are used for 1D-MR-LBP feature extraction from both side, 
which considered by neighbors on 1D-LBP method, and the second one 
represents the distance between the center sample xc and the last/first 
  
selected sample pi used for 1DMRLBP feature extraction from left/right side. 





Where the S() indicates the sign function by adding epsilon ε as a new 
parameter which makes ECG signals less influenced by noises beside to take 
on consideration the quantization error [34]. The S() function defined as: 
𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥) =  �1 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 + 𝜀𝜀 ≥ 00 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 + 𝜀𝜀 < 0 
And where p and d are defined above. The input parameter of S() is the 
result of the difference between each sample pj where j = [1,2,..,p] and the 
center sample. And its output parameter is a thresholding binary number 
which will be converted to an LBP code by applying a binomial weight. i 
represent the ith sample where i = [p + d:N-p-d + 1], N is the length of 
processed signal x. An example of a 1-D-MR-LBP operator is given in Fig. 3 
where P = 3 and d = 3 and the center sample PC is mentioned. 
 
Fig. 2 An example of Shifted-1D-LBP operator 
  
 
Fig. 3 An example of 1D-MR- LBP operator 
4. Proposed approach 
In this paper, new fusion approach of three modalities namely ECG, ear and 
iris was proposed in an attempt to develop a secure and robust multimodal 
biometric recognition system. The proposed modalities (ECG, ear or iris) used 
in the proposed approach was fused with other biometric modalities in many 
researches [1, 12, 22, 35, 38, 50] but there is no system fuses the three 
biometric modalities together. 
1D-LBP, Shifted 1D-LBP and 1D-MR-LBP are applied in each unimodal 
algorithm with the aim to obtain high frequency information of ECG signal 
and ear and iris images beside to enhance recognition accuracy rate, 
moreover to reduce the equal error rate. Since the nature of biometrics 
modalities, Local texture features impose its existence in several approaches 
[14, 21, 27, 34]. In our study, 1D-MR-LBP will apply for the first time on ear 
and iris biometrics after projecting each image into a 1D signal with the 
purpose of demonstrating its efficiency compared with 1D-LBP and shifting 
1D-LBP methods. The proposed recognition process is divided into four 
phases as described in Fig. 4. 
4.1 Preprocessing step 
4.1.1 ECG preprocessing 
In the first step, the ECG signal obtained from different databases publicly 
available is frequency normalized using simple linear interpolation. The 
preprocessing step aims at reducing the noise from the ECG signal and 
removes various artifacts and improves the signal equality, derived from 
  
muscular interference or more commonly from the power grid (50 Hz or 60 
Hz). Savitzky-Golay Finite impulse response (SG-FIR) recursive digital filters 
are the most used for attenuation of these noises. We apply SG-FIR 
technique to smooth the ECG signal specifying a polynomial order of 3 and a 
frame length of 11. Figure 5a shows about 10 s from the original ECG signal 
and its de-noised one in Fig. 5b. 
The waveform signal ECG contain many information’s which were located by 
either on fiducial or non-fiducial techniques, The QRS complex was 
considered one of the most important fiducial feature that might be used to 
learn the local and global variation of ECG signal and therefore to make easily 
the heartbeat segmentation task. in this fact, in our paper we have used Pan-
Tompkins algorithm [42] to isolate the fiducial point (P, Q, R, S, and T) for 
each beat segment (due to the non-stationary and aperiodic nature of ECG 
signal, beat lengths for all of the ECG records are not equalized, each signal 
have different numbers of waveforms (heartbeat). In our segmentation, each 
wave R determines the center of the QRS complex by taking 94 samples 
before the R-peak and 150 samples after the R-peak which means that each 
ECG heartbeat has 245 samples and 490 ms segment duration as shown in 
Fig. 6a while Fig. 6b shows segmented heartbeats for different subjects 




Fig. 4 The proposed recognition process 
4.1.2 EAR pre-processing 
For ear Segmentation phase, the ear is manually cropped from different 
artifacts that reduce the accuracy and maximize the EER such as hair and skin 





















Fig. 5 A portion of ECG signal before (a) and after (b) preprocessing step 
the different cropped ear images size to a fixed size of 50× 50 pixels. The 
resized images were converted then to a grayscale images. The preprocessed 
ear image can be appreciated from the Fig. 7b. 
4.1.2 IRIS pre-processing 
For iris Segmentation step, several algorithms were proposed in the 
literature for segmentation procedure. Daugman [27] develop an Integro-
differential Operator algorithm which allows the location of the circular iris, 
pupil regions and the arcs of the upper and lower eyelids. Ritter et al. [46] 
propose Active Contour Models which allows the location of the pupil region. 
Wildes et al. [55], Masek [37] and other employ circular Hough transform 
technique for an automated segmentation algorithm in order to detect the 
iris and pupil boundaries. We decide to use circular Hough transform 
technique for the iris and pupil boundaries detection. This can be realized in 
the following phases [37]: 
1. Detection of center coordinates and radius of the detected iris/pupil 
boundaries using Canny edge detection and Hough Transform 
  
 
Fig. 6 Segmented heartbeats for the same (a) and different (b) subjects, aligned with the R peak 
 (a) (b) 
 
Fig. 7 The original (a) and the preprocessed (b) ear image 
2. The use of linear Hough transform to isolate Eyelids by fitting a line to the 
upper and lower eyelid. 
3. The use of thresholding technique to isolate eyelashes. 
Next step consists of normalization process of segmented image aiming at 
solving the different problems such as pupil dilation caused by varying levels 
of illumination or camera’s rotation. The normalized image will have the 
same constant by unwrapping the circular region into rectangular block 
dimensions. A technique based on Daugman’s rubber sheet model was 
applied [37]. In Fig. 8, the different sub-steps of preprocessing iris stage were 
illustrated. 
  
4.2 Features extraction 
We have implemented 1D-LBP, Shifted-1D-LBP and 1D-MR-LBP methods on 
each preprocessed modality, ECG signal and preprocessed ear and iris images 
after converting them to 1D space, to extract local features. On 1D-LBP 
operators, we have set the number of neighbors p to 6 in ear and iris 
features extraction and to 5 in ECG features extraction. For the number of 
the obtained bins, which they are related to the choice of neighbors (p), will 
be equal to 22x p. In our case, we have 4096 bins for ear and iris converted 
signals and 1024 for ECG signal. Figures 9a and 10a show ear, iris images and 
ECG features extraction diagram applying 1d-LBP method. 
 
Fig. 8 The different sub steps of preprocessing iris stage 
 
On Shifted-1D-LBP operators, we have set the number of left PL and right 
PR neighbors to 6 and 2, respectively for both ear and iris converted signals. 
A number of 5 and 3 were assigned to left PL and right PR neighbors 
respectively for ECG signal. Number of obtained bins was equal to 2PL + PR, 
therefore, in our case, we have 256 for ear, iris and ECG signals. Figures 9b 
and 10b show ear, iris images and ECG features extraction diagram applying 
Shifted-1d-LBP method. 
On 1D-MR-LBP operators, the two variables p and d are assigned to 5 and 
4 respectively for the three preprocessed ECG, ear and iris signals. Like 1D-
  
LBP, the number of bins obtained was 1024. Figures 9b and 10b show ear, iris 
images and ECG features extraction diagram applying 1D-MR-LBP method. 
For ECG signal, the extracted non-fiducial features for each heartbeat, 
applying the three methods described above, were normalized by dividing it 
on addition of heartbeat length and its maximum value. Each constructed 
features vector was stored for the matching process. 
4.3 Features fusion 
Numerous identification systems based on different modalities have been 
proposed which utilize: sensor level, feature-extraction level, matching-score 
level, and decision level. In feature extraction level fusion, a new feature 
vector is formed by concatenation of different feature sets extracted from 
multiple biometric sensors. Here, the extracted features templates from the 
three modalities ECG, EAR and IRIS for each subject are concatenated 
together into a new fused feature vector aiming that this fused vector will 
have a higher dimensionality and contain more important information which 
allows us identifying the person.  
 
Fig. 9 Ear and iris images after applying (a) 1d-LBP (b) Shifted-1D-LBP (c) 1d-MR-LBP, respectively 
  
(a) (b) (c) 
 
 1d-LBP Shifted-1D-LBP 1d-MR-LBP 
Fig. 10 Features extraction diagram from an ECG heartbeats using (a) 1d-LBPwith parameters p = 6. (b) 
Shifted 
-1d-LBP with parameters pl = 6 and pr = 2. (c) 1d-MR-LBP with parameters d = 4 and p = 5 
Results of Ross research’s [47] have proved that feature level fusion 
outperforms matching score fusion. Besides that, the merged vector 
represents richer information at an earlier stage of processing [22]. A popular 
technique for data fusion in feature level that was used in the proposed work 
is concatenation by a union. This process is well illustrated in Fig. 11. Vfusion= {VECGVearViris} 
4.4 Matching 
In the matching step, the features extracted from the three input data (ECG, 
ear and iris) was fused in a new vector which will be compared with the 
templates collected during the enrollment phase. KNN (K nearest neighbors) 
and RBF (radius basis function) classifiers are used to match the input 
template with the registered templates [26]. Our neural network training 
algorithm used in ECG classification step did not require many parameters 
compared to other neural networks (MLP, LVQ), which usually uses the 
smoothing parameter σ to control the fitting of training of network. 
Obviously, to get a higher recognition rate, we have made a series of 
experiments to choose the best smoothing parameter σ used in RBF. 
  
 
Fig. 11 The proposed fusion scheme 
5. Experimental result 
5.1 Databases 
Our proposed approach is validated through applying different public 
databases. We have used ECG-ID database [51] for ECG biometric. AMI [2], 
USTB1 and USTB2 [52] database for ear biometric and CASIA database for iris 
biometric. The ECG-ID database was created by Tatiana Lugovaya who 
contributed this database in order to use it in her master’s thesis. ECG-ID 
database contains signals from 90 subjects, each subject has at least two 
records and at most 20 records acquired for about 20 s and digitized at 500 
Hz with 12-bit resolution. Both raw and filtered signals were included for 
each record. In our experiments, two records were used per subjects, one as 
a training set and the other as a testing set. Some signals of the database are 
shown in Fig. 12. 
University of Science and Technology in Beijing (USTB) developed two 
databases namely USTB1 and USTB2 for ear recognition. The collected 
images are from Students and teachers from USTB. USTB 1 database contains 
images from 60 subjects. Each subject has three images of the right ear with 
different angle rotation and image under different lighting condition, 
whereas, USTB 2 contains images from 77 subjects. Each subject has four 
images of the right ear. Similarly to USTB 1,USTB 2 images were taken with 
different angle rotation and under different lighting condition. We have 
taken 2 images per subject as training set and one image as testing set from 
USTB 1 database and 3 images per subject as training set and one image as 
  
testing set from USTB 2 database. Sample image of USTB 1, USTB 2 database 
are shown in Fig. 13a and b respectively. 
Mathematical Analysis of Images (AMI) Ear Database was created by Esther 
Gonzalez who contributed this database in order to use it in her PhD in 
Computer Science. AMI database contains images from 100 subjects 
collected from students, teachers and staff of the Computer Science 
department at Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (ULPGC), each 
subject has seven images, six right ear images and one left ear image 
acquired under the same lighting conditions with a resolution of492 × 702 
pixels. Concerning the division of data on train/test set, we have divided the 
AMI database into six images per subject as a training set and one image as 
testing set. Sample image of the database is shown in the Fig. 13c. 
 
 
Fig. 12 ECG signals from different subjects from ECG-ID database 
 
  
Fig. 13 Sample images from: (a) USTB1; (b) USTB; (c) AMI databases 
Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA) developed 
the first version of Iris Image Database (CASIA Iris V1) since 2002. CASIA Iris 
V1 includes images from 108 eyes. Each eye has seven images are collected 
into two folders. Three images exist in the first folder and four in the second 
one. In our experiment, six images were taken as a training set and one as 
testing set. Sample image of the database is shown in the Fig. 14. 
In our multimodal system, an equal number of subjects must be 
performed. Since three databases (AMI, USTB1 and USTB2) for EAR were 
done, three cases were considered. In the case of validating our proposed 
experiments using AMI databases, 90 subjects are chosen from ECG-ID, 
CASIA and AMI database. In the second case using USTB1 databases, 60 
subjects are chosen from ECG-ID, CASIA and USTB1 database. The last case 
using USTB2, 77 subjects are chosen from the three databases. 
5.2 Performance measures 
To validate any biometric recognition system, FRR (False Rejection Rate), FAR 
(False Acceptance Rate), ERR (Equal Error Rate), ROC (Receiver Operator 
Characteristic) and 
Fig. 14 Sample image from 














Table 1 Comparison of performance measures for our proposed unimodal ECG systems with related 
systems 
Authors Extraction method Database CRR% EER% FAR% FRR% 
Biel et al. [11] Fiducial features ID-ECG 98 – – – 
Louis et al. [34] 1D-MR-LBP PTB 91 0.09 0.09 0.09 
Boumbarov et al. [12] PCA and LDA own 95.7 – – – 
  
Al.hamdani et al. [1] Mel-Frequency Cestrum 
Coefficients 
own 98.5 4.5 – – 
Barra et al. [6] simple peak detection PTB 96.15 1.33 – – 
Chakraborty et al. [13] histogram based method own 95 – – – 
Bassiouniet al [7] Fiducial features +DWT ID-ECG 98 – – – 
Nemirko et al. [39] Fiducial features ID-ECG 96 – – – 
Daret al [18] (DWT) and (HRV) ID-ECG 83.88 – 16.1 0.3 
Chun [15] Guided filter + Simple 
distance measurements 
ID-ECG 99 2.4 – – 
Our1st experiment 1D-LBP ID-ECG 97 2.16 0. 71 5.56 
Our2ndexperiment shifted 1D-LBP  97 2.16 0. 71 5.56 
Our3rd experiment 1D-MR-LBP  98 3.10 1 6 
accuracy must be calculated which indicate performance measures. Accuracy 
can be calculated by: Correct Recognition Rate=100- FRR+FAR2  
Where: FRR indicates that genuine person considered as an imposter and 
FAR indicate that imposter was considered as a genuine person. ERR 
indicates the point where: FRR-FAR = 0. We also generate a ROC curve which 
allows for evaluating and comparing our algorithms with others and visualize 
their performances. 
5.3 Numerical results and discussion 
In this section, to assess the performance of the effectiveness of the 
methods that have been stated in this work, three experiences have been 
implemented and analyzed in this paper to distinguish the different strengths 
and weaknesses of these proposed methods in each unimodal system on the 
one hand, and their effects in multimodal system also implemented to 
compare our results against relevant literature on the other hand. MATLAB 
framework 2016b was used to implement the proposed multimodal 
biometric system and plot the desired figures. 
 
Table 2 Comparison of performance measures for our proposed unimodal ear systems with related 
systems 
Authors Extraction method Database CRR% EER% FAR% FRR% 
Ghoualmi et al. [22] SIFT USTB2 91.36 – 0.6536 7.7419 
Ghoualmi et al. [24] SIFT USTB1 97.15 – 0.8475 4.8387 
  
Tahmasebi et al. [23] Gabor filter UND – – 18 10 
Our 1st  experiment 1D-LBP USTB1 100 1.05 1.33 1.60 
  USTB2 98.70 6.54 1 11 
  AMI 98 0. 772 1.09 4.9 
Our 2nd experiment shifted 1D-LBP USTB1 100 1.05 1.22 1.6 
  USTB2 97.40 6 1 13.5 
  AMI 98 0. 700 1 4.5 
Our 3rd experiment 1D-MR-LBP USTB1 100 2.03 1.05 3.33 
  USTB2 97.40 6.22 1 14 
  AMI 100 2.07 0.24 6,67 
Table 3 Comparison of performance measures for our proposed unimodal iris systems with related 
systems 
Authors Extraction method Database CRR% EER% FAR% FRR% 
Daugman [19] 1D- Gabor filters own 99.61 0.32 – – 
Goualmi et al. [22] SIFT CASIA v1 95.80 – 0.65 7.74 
Barpanda et al. [5] tunable filter bank CASIA v3 91.65 8.35 8.45 8.25 
Marciniak [36] logarithmic Gabor filters CASIA v1 97 – 3.25 3.03 
Our 1st  experiment 1D-LBP CASIA v1 98.89 1.90 0.27 3.33 
Our 2nd experiment shifted 1D-LBP  98.89 1.88 0.21 3.22 
Our 3rd experiment 1D-MR-LBP  100 1.19 0.16 2.22 
 
Figure 4 shows the architecture of the proposed multimodal biometric 
system. As described above in section 4, each unimodal biometric system has 
three stages. The pre-processed stage has normalization and segmentation 
sub-stages including the conversion of pre-processed ear and iris images to 
1D space as shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 Then, the textures descriptors 
namely 1D-LBP, Shifted-1D-LBP and 1D-MR-LBP were extracted from the pre-
processed signals, Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the different extracted features 
from the three biometric modalities. Finally, KNN and RBF were adopted for 
the matching step. The results are tabulated in Tables 1, 2 and 3 for each 
unimodal biometric system and Table 4 summarizes the results of our three 
ECG-EAR-IRIS multimodal systems based on local descriptor textures. In Table 
1, the proposed unimodal ECG biometric was tested over the three 
experiments. Different measures have been calculated to evaluate the 




Table 4 Comparison of performance measures for our proposed multimodal systems with related systems 
Authors modalities Fusin level CRR% EER% FAR% FRR% 
Barra et al. [6] ECG and EEG Score 96.85 0.94 – – 
Goualmi et al. [22] EAR and Iris features 99.67 – 0 0.64 
Monwar and Marina [38] Ear, Iris and face Rank 98.29 – – – 
Boumbarov et al. [12] ECG and face decision 99.5 – – – 
Al.hamdani et al. [1] ECG and speech score – 0.7 – – 
Barra et al. [6] ECG and EEG score 96.79 0.956 – – 
Tahmasebi et al. [23] Ear, Palmprint and signature rank 99.63 0.37 0.17 0.37 
Chakraborty et al. [13] ECG and Face feature 97.5 – – – 
Our 1st experiment 1st case ECG, ear and Iris feature 100 0.82 0 1.57 
 2nd case   99 2.08 1.28 2.60 
 3rd case   100 0.54 0 1.110 
Our 2nd experiment 1st case   100 0.81 0 1.64 
 2nd case   99 2.07 1.28 2.60 
 3rd case   100 0.56 0 1.111 
Our 3rd experiment 1st case   100 0.82 0 1.42 
 2nd case   99 0.73 0.09 1.30 
 3rd case   99 0.57 0 2.022 
 
  
Fig. 15 ROC curve for unimodal ECG systems by the three experiments 
Local descriptors textures, 1D-LBP, Shifted-1D-LBP and 1D-MR-LBP, extract 
rich and complex non-fiducial information from the segmented heartbeats. 
For classification, we can see that 1D-MR-LBP has achieved a CRR of 98%. 
The same result was obtained from the two classifiers whereas less CRR of 
97% has obtained by 1D-LBP and Shifted-1D-LBP. Contrariwise, it can be 
noticed that the same results were obtained from 1D-LBP and Shifted-1D-
LBP. These results were better than a 1D-MR-LBP method on terms of EER, 
FAR and FRR with a value of 2.16%, 0.71% and 5.56% respectively. 
Comparing the obtained results with state-ofthe-art work, we can see that 
the three methods have improved its efficiency, robustness and capability of 
extracting discriminative features. The ROC curve for the 1D- LBP (where p = 
5), Shifted-1D-LBP (where PL = 5 and PR = 3) and 1D-MR-LBP (where p = 5 
and d = 4) is presented in Fig. 14. 
In Table 2, evaluation of the proposed unimodal EAR biometric was 
performed over the three experiments using USTB1, USTB2 and AMI 
database. After the enhancement of 2D ear image, the conversion on 1D 
space was accomplished to allow the1D-LBP, Shifted-1D-LBP and 1D-MR-LBP 
methods extracting features. The same results were obtained with KNN and 
(a) (b) (c) 
 
Performance comparison on Performance comparison on Performance comparison on USTB1
 USTB2 AMI 
Fig. 16 ROC curves for unimodal ear systems by the three experiments 
  
 
Fig. 17 ROC curves for unimodal iris systems by the three experiments 
RBF classifiers. With USTB1 database, we got a CRR of 100% using the 3 
methods, whilst, less CRR has been acquired from USTB2. It can be observed 
that USTB2 has significantly worse EER than USTB1 and also AMI. For AMI 
database, the better result was found using 1D-MR-LBP on term of CRR by 
having 100%, while Shifted-1D-LBP got a good result on term of EER by 
having 0.7%. The presented ROC curve allows us to visualize easily our results 
mentioned in Table 2 for 1D- LBP (where p = 6), Shifted-1D-LBP (where PL = 6 
and PR = 2) and 1D-MR-LBP (where p = 5 and d = 4) is presented in Fig. 15. 
In Table 3, we have tested the performance of our unimodal iris system 
over the proposed 3 experiments. CASIA database was used to validate our 
proposed approaches. It can be seen that 1D-MR-LBP has proved its 
efficiency in terms of CRR, EER, FAR and FRR with 100%, 1.19%, 0.16% and 
2.22% respectively. From Table 3, it can be noticed that 1D-MRLBPachieve 
better results than 1D-LBP and Shifted-1D-LBP.Comparing our results with 
existing researches, local descriptors have proved its capability of extracting 
the discriminants and important information for iris recognition purpose (Fig. 
16). 
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Performance comparison for Performance comparison for Performance comparison for the 1st 
experiment  the 2nd experiment the 3rd experiment  
Fig. 18 ROC curves for multimodal systems by the three experiments on USTB1 database 
(a) (b) (c) 
 
Performance comparison for Performance comparison for Performance comparison for the the 1st 
experiment the 2nd experiment 3rd experiment 
Fig. 19 ROC curves for multimodal systems by the three experiments on USTB2 database 
In Table 4, three multimodal systems were evaluated, tested and 
compared with literature work. The difference between these systems is 
centered in the features extraction method where the first system use 1D-
LBP, the second use Shifted-1D-LBP, while the third system extract features 
using 1D-MR-LBP.Because we have used 3 databases for Ear biometric, 3 
cases in each multimodal system will be studied: the first case consists of 
fusing the ID-ECG, USTB1 and CASIAv1 databases, the second case consists of 
fusing the ID-ECG, USTB2 and CASIAv1 databases. Last case consists of fusing 
the ID-ECG, AMI and CASIAv1 databases. 
In each experiment, as previously stated, the 1D-LBP, Shifted-1D-LBP and 
MR-LBP were applied on each preprocessed ECG, Ear and Iris biometric. The 
extracted features were fused together at feature level to obtain a single 
vector. The main advantage of fusion, at this level, is that our homogeneous 
data don’t require any normalization which reduces the complexity that 
  
shortens the time. For classification step, we got the same result applying 
KNN and RBF classifiers. It can be observed, from Table 4, that the 3rd case 
achieves better result than the other two cases in all experiments in terms of 
EER with 0.5% where the CRR varies from 99% to 100% in the 3 experiments. 
From the obtained results, we can affirm that our multimodal systems 
perform better than different unimodal systems. Minimum EER was obtained 
with the 1st experiment using 1D-LBP descriptor in the 3rd case using ID-ECG, 
AMI and CASIA v1 databases. Comparing our experiments against the existing 
systems that use one or two of our modalities, it can be noticed that our 
multimodal systems achieved better result in terms of CRR and FAR and 
partly in term of EER. Figures 17, 18 and 19 show ROC curves for our 
experiments and its cases which allow us to visualize the obtained results 
clearly (Fig. 20). 
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Performance comparison for Performance comparison for Performance comparison for the the 1st 
experiment the 2nd experiment  3rd experiment 
Fig. 20 ROC curves for multimodal systems by the three experiments on AMI database 
 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, a new multimodal ECG-EAR-IRIS biometric system was 
proposed. Three experiments have implemented and analyzed to 
discriminate the different strengths and weaknesses of 1D-LBP, Shifted-1D-
LBP and 1D-MR-LBP methods in each unimodal system on the on hand and 
their effects in multimodal system also to compare our results against 
relevant literature on the other hand. In the preprocessing stage, different 
methods of segmentation, normalization and filtering were applied on our 
modalities. Then, the preprocessed Ear and IRIS were converted from 2D to 
1D signal. Important information and features were extracted using three 
  
local descriptors called 1D-LBP, Shifted-1D-LBP and 1D-MR-LBP in extraction 
stage. A single vector was generated by fusing the ECG-EAR-IRIS extracted 
features. Finally, KNN and RBF were used in the matching stage. 
The achieved result shows that our proposed multimodal system in the 
three experiments outperformed unimodal systems in terms of ERR, CRR, 
FAR and FRR. Better results were obtained with the first experiment using 
1D-LBP descriptor in the 3rd case using ID-ECG, AMI and CASIA v1 databases 
obtaining 0.54%, 100%, 0%, 1.1% for ERR, CRR, FAR and FRR, respectively. 
This work will be investigated on mobile and healthcare application. The 
detection of different claimed emotions using bio signal ECG will be our next 
step which improves security system besides to the use of ECG image in place 
of ECG signal for recognition purpose. Another perspective is also to validate 
our work on large datasets in order to further confirm the performance of 
the our proposed multibiometric framework. 
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